
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an operations strategy. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for operations strategy

Lead complex IT delivery engagements and work streams for large
enterprises
Strongly influence business decisions based on analyses gleaned from
available pricing & research tools (Competitive Pricing Data, Category
Elasticity Models)
Collaborate with other Pricing Managers, other AAP functional teams, to help
ensure pricing processes are innovative and well-maintained
Lead and be viewed as a strategic thought partner to the business for insight
generations / key find-ings capabilities
Consult partners and peers on key industry and leading practices and help
solve complex issues and provide strategic direction by keeping a
perspective and balance on external and internal view
Identify focus global accounts, planning and execution on global accounts
scale up, facilitate collaboration across all brand business markets to leverage
learnings and account activations
Drive/Support cross-regional business initiatives, be partner in crime with the
regional teams and be the expert on all products
Lead the GTM efforts for new product launches
Help build out the OKRs for the sales and delivery teams / leadership and
enforce them through timely intervention
Liaison with the financial analysis team to manage the margins expected from
the business
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Advanced degree (MBA or equivalent) and additional certification preferred
(CFA, CPA)
Bachelor's degree or equivalent in Business Administration, Engineering
(any), Management or a related field
Five years of experience providing consulting services to clients in the
Consumer and Industrial Products industry on behalf of a global consulting
company
A minimum of 8+ years of product development, business operations, and/or
strategy experience in a leadership role with a top video game company
A strong mix of technical interest, business acumen, influence and people
leadership experience and a demonstrated track record of delivering results
on market-leading interactive products & services
Execptional analytical acumen with deep understanding of free-to-play
metrics engagement, revenue and user growth drivers


